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Populärvetenskaplig beskrivning av examensarbetet
Inom fordonsindustrin nns det en teknikgren som kallas fordonstelematik.
Fordonstelematik handlar om att trådlöst överföra data från ett fordon till
andra system. Inom lastbilsindustrin har denna teknologi använts för att
ta fram system, med det gemensamma samlingsnamnet Fleet Management
Services (FMS) -system, vilka hjälper ett åkeri att hantera sin fordonsotta.
Detta görs på två sätt. För det första genom att möjliggöra informationsutbyte rörande aärsverksamheten mellan administrativ personal och lastbilschauörer. För det andra genom att låta lastbilarna själva skicka in
driftdata i systemet för driftövervakning. Information rörande aärsverksamheten kan till exempel vara en körorder som en trakplanerare skickar
till en chauör. Driftdata kan till exempel vara lastbilens hastighet och lägesposition som lastbilen skickar till trakplaneraren.
I Scanias system möjliggörs chauörens kommunikation med systemet
av en så kallad Interactor, vilket är en lastbilsanpassad PC-dator som är
monterad i förarhytten. På Interactorn körs ett antal olika applikationer
för att möjliggöra kommunikation mellan chauören och systemet. Applikationerna skiljer sig genom att de förmedlar olika sorters information mellan
chauören och systemet, vilket i sin tur beror på det arbete chauören utför med sin lastbil. För att öka attraktionskraften i Scanias FMS-system
nns i dagsläget möjligheten för användare att skriva egna applikationer till
Interactorn för att interagera med systemet. Detta möjliggörs genom att
Scania tillhandahåller ett så kallat Software Development Kit (SDK), vilket
är en mjukvarukomponent i Interactorn som har möjligheten att förse en applikation med systemspecik data. Scanias egna applikationer använder inte
denna mjukvarukomponent för att interagera med systemet, utan är på sätt
och vis en del av systemet. För att förenkla Interactorns mjukvaruarkitektur och för att göra det enklare och eektivare för både Scaniaanställda och
tredjepartsaktörer att utveckla applikationer till Interactorn kan man ta fram
och tillhandahålla ett gemensamt SDK som kan användas av alla. Ett sådant SDK har två dimensioner. Den ena är att förse applikationen med
tillgång till driftdata. Den andra är att förse applikationen med tillgång till
färdigutvecklade mjukvarukomponenter som används under utvecklingen av
en applikation, till exempel en knapp i användargränssnittet.

För att ett sådant SDK ska bli användbart även internt för Scania krävs
att det kan förse Scaniautvecklare med fullständig tillgång till systemet och
ha en rik uppsättning återanvändbara mjukvarukomponenter. Av olika anledningar kan det dock vara av intresse att begränsa tillgången gentemot
tredjepartsutvecklare. Detta ställer krav på att åtkomsten till olika delar av
SDK't kan begränsas så att den blir exklusiv för Scaniautvecklare. Syftet
med detta examensarbete har varit att undersöka hur en design av ett SDK
kan se ut så att ovanstående krav uppfylls. För att åstadkomma en eektiv
åtkomstkontroll krävs att åtkomsten till både mjukvarukomponenterna och
till systeminformationen kan begränsas. Den framtagna designen använder
sig av olika tekniker från Microsoft för att möjliggöra detta. I denna rapport
beskrivs också hur ett SDK bör utformas så att det blir så eektivt som
möjligt att använda genom att förse utvecklare med bra dokumentation, och
genom att utforma dess gränssnitt gentemot utvecklaren på ett bra sätt.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Scania Fleet Management Systems and the Interactor
Scania Fleet Management Systems (FMS) are web based services which connect trucks to the eet operators using wireless links and the Internet. The
Scania FMS consists of two nodes. The eet operator interacts with the system through a web site. The truck driver interacts with the system through
an on board computer called the Interactor. Communication between the two
nodes are done through telecommunication equipment using General Packet
Radio Services (GPRS), a world standard platform for mobile communication.
The system consists of two broad categories of services: Transportation Management and Vehicle Management. Transportation Management is used to
pass orders to and from trucks, and to log driver activity. Vehicle Management uses data from various sensors throughout the truck to supervise
technical status, including fuel consumption and speed. The sensors feed
data to the Interactor through a network known as the Controller Area Network (CAN). The system also shows the operator the location of each truck
on a map using the Global Positioning System (GPS). GPS data is fed to
the Interactor from a GPS receiver.

Figure 1: A Scania Interactor 500
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1.2 Background
The current Interactor is a unit which contains a PC as well as hardware
for managing CAN, GPS, and GPRS communication. Sources for this type
of data is provided to applications by several processes and databases running on the PC, which in turn exchange data with each other. This complex
architecture, where data can be acquired from several sources, mean that
the applications that utilize these data sources have no common interface
towards the data sources. Because of this interconnection it is dicult to
make adjustments and refactor the software in the Interactor. Some of the
data also need renement before it can be used and several Interactor applications have their own routines for doing this, something that could be done
in one single place instead. GPS and GPRS are accessed through virtual
COM-ports.
In the Scania Interactor there is an SDK intended for third party developers which enables customers to aquire some of the data from the data
sources and use it in their own applications. This is necessary since dierent vehicle operators handle dierent kinds of cargo which means dierent
kinds of demands on the FMS systems. In order for a FMS system to be
competitive in a market where there are several FMS systems available from
dierent vendors it has to be congurable to suit these demands.
The applications developed by Scania acquire data directly from the data
sources. The current SDK is an ActiveX control which needs to have a window handle in order to exist, and windowed applications can only be executed
once a user has logged on. As the applications developed for the Interactor
to an increasing extent is written in managed .Net code, the ActiveX component, which is based on unmanaged code, also means that the .Net Framework
will have to perform performance consuming type translations each time a
value is passed from unmanaged code to managed code.
The next generation of Interactors will not contain any additional hardware besides the PC. The data sources for CAN, GPS, and GPRS will instead
be located in a separate black box unit, the Scania Communicator. The
Communicator and the Interactor will be connected via an ethernet cable
and communicate using TCP/IP.
In order to avoid the current complex architecture of interconnected data
sources in the next generation of Interactors it is helpful if the applications
acquire data from one single source with a clear API in order for the programmers to develop applications against an interface rather than an im13

plementation. This specication/implementation separation makes it easier
to modify internal workings of one piece of software without unintentionally
aecting another piece of software.
Also, for less complexity and a higher degree of integration of third party
applications into the Interactor system it is best if the third party applications acquire their data from the same data source as the Scania applications, rather than side stepping to a second hand provider, which can create
overhead and have negative impact on performance. Because of business requirements, however, Scania needs to keep access restricted to part of the
data so that it is exclusive to applications developed by Scania.
Besides being a means for providing data an SDK can contain types that
are shared among Interactor applications. Buttons and other components
for the graphical user interface is one example. Some of these types also
need access restriction. By including shared types in the SDK the software maintainance responsibility boundaries within Scania becomes clearer,
documentation and deployment are gathered into one source, and version
handling becomes easier. It also enables fast development of applications by
third party developers through the availability of ready to use software which
is purpose build for fast integration into Interactor applications.

Figure 2: Future software organization
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1.3 Software Development Kits
There purpose of a SDK is to allow programmers to write software towards
a certain platform such as a framework, a piece of hardware or an operating
system. It typically includes one or more Application Programming Interfaces, programming tools and documentation [16]. The term software can
be replaced depending on the nature of the kit. Adobe for example provides their Font Development Kit for Opentype for developing fonts. Sun
Microsystems have their Java Development Kit which is responsible for the
writing and running of Java programs, and it in turn is part of a loosely
dened SDK which also includes extra software such as debuggers and documentation. Apple provides some 30 dierent types of development kits on
their development kit homepage. These are said to "... provide the tools,
documentation and code samples you need to take advantage of the latest
Apple technologies". Among these is the Bonjour SDK for Windows which
contains header les, libraries, and sample code for creating Bonjour enabled
applications. An SDK can be licensed in dierent ways. Many SDKs are
provided free of charge in order to increase the demand for the SDK target
system. A free SDK can increase the amount of software available for the
system, which in turn can increase the system's usability. An SDK can also
be licensed only to those who full certain requirements in order for the system provider to keep control of the quality of the software for the system
provided to the market.

1.4 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to design and document an architecture and
implement a technology demonstrator of this architecture for a new SDK
to be used in future Interactors. The architecture should provides a single
structure for two APIs, one for Scania applications and one for third party
applications, by the means of access control.
The architecture need to facilitate a service in order to coordinate and propagate data ow, and for performing initialization tasks. The new technology
.Net Framework 3.0 Windows Communication Foundation is investigated
for suitability and is compared to the traditional technology .Net Remoting
which has been used traditionally for inter-process communication between
services. Another purpose is to try to dene the new SDK and the parts that
it is made up of.
15

1.5 Limitations
The result is not supposed to implement all the classes, methods and properties that will be part of a complete SDK. It will focus on the software parts
that are included in the data propagation chain from the Communicator to
the application. The methods of access control should apply to the entire
SDK however, and the architecture of the data propagation chain should
match the context of the full SDK. Also, the next generation of Interactors
will be based on Microsoft .Net Framework and because of this the thesis is
carried out in a .Net context. Documentation contents are suggested based
on provided background theory, but no documentation material is produced.

1.6 Related work
Bolander and Hagås [21] did an investigation on behalf of Columbitech AB
where they tried to nd out why Columbitech's SDK generated a considerable
amount of support calls, and whether it was possible to simplify the use of the
SDK by simplifying access from C# through the construction of a wrapper
which translated between C# and C. Their results indicate that one reason
why the SDK was dicult to use was the lack of proper documentation,
and that it would be helpful with some sort of tutorial or getting started
section. They also found that the wrapper could make the SDK easier to use
by aggregating some methods in the API, for example by aggregating three
functions required to create a connection into one.

1.7 Introduction to .Net and assemblies
Microsoft .Net is a framework from Microsoft. It acts as a middleware between an application and the Microsoft Windows operating system. Applications written for .Net are said to run in a .Net framework context. Such an
application gets access to a number of benets that the framework provides.
Among these are the for this thesis so important security features. The .Net
framework means that while an application written for it may access and
execute a number of base classes it provides, the framework is also executing
the application. In the security context, this means that the .Net framework
can decide whether it will allow an application to perform to access the resources it is requesting.
The code that is compiled to be run in the .Net framework will be organized
16

in something called assemblies. An assembly is usually a le with the extension .dll, which is an abbreviation for Dynamically Linked Library (DLL).
An assembly can also be an executable le with the extension .exe. In rare
cases an assembly will contain several DLL les. A DLL le can contain
many classes, interfaces and so on. Code compiled for .Net is, similarly to
Java, compiled into something called Common Intermediate Language. This
feature enables the reuse of compiled code. The code in an assembly can
hence be reused by other applications, but only through a well dened interface (an Application Programming Interface, or API) decided by the creator
of the DLL. Restrictions to a type in the DLL (a class, interface or enum
for example) can be made so that it is accessible only from other types in
the assembly (an internal type), or so that it is accessible from types within
other assemblies (a public type).
Virtually all software in the Interactor runs in the .Net framework.
The .Net framework features a system folder called Global Assembly Cache
(GAC), which is located at C: \Windows\Assembly. Viewing this folder from
Windows Explorer brings up a special view, unique for the GAC folder. When
an .Net application is loaded by the .Net framework, the .Net framework runtime environment tries to load the assemblies used by the application from
the GAC. The purpose of the GAC is to hold assemblies that are common
to many applications. It also enables easy upgrading of applications without
the need for reinstalling the entire application. A provider of an assembly
may nd a security hole in one of its assemblies. By xing it and installing it
in the GAC and reloading the application into the runtime environment (by
simply restarting it) the application will use the new assembly instead.
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2

Method

After an initial study of the concepts and technologies available for creating
a new SDK suitable to the Interactor according to the goals described above,
the following things were done:
•

Studying technologies for assembly access control . Three Microsoft technologies seemed possible for controlling access to assemblies,
Strong Naming, Authenticode and Friend Assemblies. Strong Naming
was found to be the most promising technology and was most thoroughly studied.

•

Studying technologies for implementing a service . For interpro-

•

Studying technologies for service access control . The possibility

•

Studying principles for designing an SDK that is easy to use .

•

Interview with a third party SDK user . In order to receive some

cess communication between applications running on the same computer, .Net Remoting is probably the technology most commonly used.
Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation is a new technology,
included in .Net Framework 3.0, and has not been established in the
same way as older technologies so it was interesting to investigate this
technology and its suitability thoroughly.
of implementing access control for services implemented in .Net Remoting and WCF was studied.
This included API- and documentation design.

user experiences with the current SDK, and some opinions for the new
SDK, a user interview was conducted with a third party developer.
The user interviewed was Henrik Dahlberg, head of development at
Fleetech AB in Nacka. Fleetech provides vehicle on-board computers
and system solutions in order to increase the productivity of larger,
professionally operated vehicle eets, and was formed in 2003 by former
employees at Scania Infotronics [18]. Henrik Dahlberg was forwarded
the request for an interview by his manager, Jens Verner, who in turn
was recommended for an end user interview by Peter Madsen, head of
Scania REIV.
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•

Implementation of a technology demonstrator in C# . As different technologies included in the SDK were investigated, they were
also evaluated through implementation. This helped to highlight different aspects as new problems were discovered. Simultaneous to the
implementation of the SDK demonstrator, a sample application was
implemented to test the entire chain and to be able to demonstrate it.
A service simulator was also implemented which can replace the service on an ordinary desktop PC during development of an Interactor
application.

Litterature for the thesis was searched for using databases Association
for Computing Machinery and SAE Digital Library and the Internet. The
book Windows Communication Foundation Step by Step [34] was provided
by Pär Degerman who was one of my two supervisors at Scania. The book
Framework Design Guidelines [9] was provided by the Scania Library.
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3

Design Overview

This chapter is intended to give an overview of the system and parts that the
SDK involves. More detailed information about the parts are given in the
chapters that follow.
Inspired by the terminology of other SDKs, the proposed Interactor SDK
consists of two broad categories: One is the Interactor Development Kit
(IDK), which is necessary for writing and running Interactor applications,
and the other is parts that can aid a programmer in developing Interactor
applications but are not necessary for writing and running them, namely a
Service Simulator, Sample Application and Documentation.
The table below illustrates the contents of these parts in the proposed SDK.
The rst main row groups the IDK contents, while the last groups the documentation contents. The Service Simulator and the Sample Application have
no subparts.

20

SDK contents

Interactor
ment Kit

Develop- DataHandlerServer service

The running component in the IDK which
The necessary les for manages Interactor data coordination and
writing and running propagation. Is not installed on a development
applications for the computer. The DataHandlerServer service asInteractor.
sembly contain manager classes for managing
data aquisition.

DataHandlerClient class library

The assembly referenced by Interactor applications in order to aquire Interactor data.
Classes in this assembly are remoting clients.

(IDK non-data class libraries)

Assemblies for creating Interactor applications
which do not manage data propagation. These
are not yet dened and dening them is not
a part of this thesis, but examples are assemblies for creating Interactor GUI controls and
for adding waypoints to the Interactors navigation software.

DataHandlerServer service simulator

Can replace the DataHandlerServer service by providing a remotable
object which implements an interface, the IDataHandlerServer interface, which is also implemented by the DataHandlerServer service. Accessible from the Windows Start-menu.

Sample application

Is used to demonstrate how the IDK is used. Accessible from the Windows Start-menu.

Documentation

Developer's Guide

Accessible from the Win- Information about the SDK domain and what
dows Start-menu.
applications can be developed using the SDK,
how to get started using the SDK, and a description of the sample application.

Reference Manual

Detailed information about methods available
in the API and how they can be used.

Help les
How To's.
21

3.1 Interactor Development Kit (IDK) architecture
The proposed IDK is made up of a number dierent assemblies. The DataHandlerServer service acts as a central data propagation hub. It is the only
part of the IDK that acquires data from the Communicator, but it also manipulates data that is stored in a database on the Interactor which among
other things can contain application data.
The DataHandlerServer service is a singelton factory [19] object implementing an interface, IDataHandlerServer, which has methods returning remotable singleton manager objects. These manager objects, for example
a CanManager object, are hosted by the DataHandlerServer service which
returns references to objects it has created during its construction.

Figure 3: IDK Overview
The DataHandlerServer service is exclusively accessed by classes in the
DataHandlerClient class library. These classes all inherit from the abstract
class RemotingClient, which in turn implements the IDataHandlerServer interface and establishes a secure remoting connection to the DataHandlerServer
service. The appropriate method in the DataHandlerServer service is then
invoked by the subclass in order to fetch a manager object. For each manager
class in the DataHandlerServer assembly there are two corresponding classes
in the DataHandlerClient class library:
• The class postxed Limited can be instantiated by any application and
has methods that invoke only some of the methods in the manager
class.
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• The class postxed Full can be instantiated only by Scania strong

named applications. These classes extend the Limited classes, so a programmer developing a Scania strong named application do not need to
create two objects to get access to all methods in a manager class for
a certain group of data, such as CAN.

It follows from this architecture that three dierent assemblies will be involved in propagating data: The DataHandlerServer, the DataHandlerClient,
and the Interactor application. Since type forwarding is not supported in
C#, an assembly containing the sophisticated types propagated is located in
a separate class library called DataHandlerTypes which is referenced by all
three assemblies. This means that the Interactor application needs to reference two assemblies to get access to the IDK data: The DataHandlerClient
and the DataHandlerTypes assemblies. Dening the non-data propagating
class libraries is out of the scope of this thesis. They can be organized in the
same manner however. A component library can for example use several levels of abstract classes in order to have a exible way to adjust the access level
of various groups of components. By checking strong name signature within
a button base class, all buttons implement the access restriction. A class
library for accessing functionality with the Interactors navigation software
can contain two classes which has the same mechanism.

3.2 Access control overview
There are three access points in the system for aquiring IDK contents (data
or types):

Figure 4: Access control overview
1. The IDK assemblies.
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2. The DataHandler service.
3. The Communicator.
Data should only be provided through the IDK assemblies. The DataHandler service therefore provide exclusive access only to the DataHandler class
library. Aquiring data from the Communicator requires knowledge about the
protocol used for communication between the Communicator and the Interactor, and also knowledge about the Communicator's IP address and what
ports to connect to. That protection is considered enough.

3.3 Usage scenario
The SDK will be an integrated part of each Interactor system upon delivery.
It can be possible however to provide the SDK as a product for developers to
install on their personal computers in order to enable development without
owning an Interactor. Data can be provided by a software simulator in a
exible way because of the single data propagation path between the DataHandlerServer service and the DataHandlerClient class library. The DataHandlerServer service is simply replaced by a simulator application which
aquires data from either a GUI or perhaps more sophisticated sources such
as a CAN simulator device.
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4

Assembly access control using Microsoft strong
names

The IDK assemblies must implement access control because of Scania demand for exclusive access to certain types and/or methods. The access control mechanism should preferably work in an environment where all applications run under administrator priveleges, not create a substantial amount of
computational overhead, not have to adjust other parts of the system to be
functional, and be easy to use and administer. Access control is not only of
interest for the assemblies that are part of the API, but also other parts of
the IDK that can be used by a developer to utilize Interactor functionality.
These parts can make use of access control also towards Scania applications
in order to restrict usage of the IDK to take place through the API.
The best way to implement access control to the IDK assemblies appears to be by using something known as strong naming. By using the System.Reection.Assembly class together with the unmanaged StrongNameSignatureVericationEx method it is possible to verify that a calling assembly,
in this case an executable .exe-assembly, has been signed with a certain strong
name key pair. Using strong names, access control can be implemented in an
operating system environment where all applications run under administrator priveleges [7]. The fact that a strong named assembly only can reference
other strong named assemblies is not a problem since any assembly used in
the Interactor that is not strong named should be considered a bug [17].
Strict control of the two strong name key pairs have to be kept by Scania
to ensure that third party developers do not acquire access to the restricted
API.
The IDK implements strong name access control in the following way:
Each IDK class which needs access control for some of its methods or
properties is divided into two classes, one belonging to the Scania API and
one to the third party API. The Scania API class extends the third party API
class, so the third party API class holds a subset of the methods and properies
of the Scania API class. The division of methods and properties between the
classes means that there will not be any redundant implementation. In the
constructor of the Scania API class a reference to the calling assembly is
passed on to a strong name verier assembly. The strong name verier does
two things. It compares the public key of the calling assembly with the public
key of itself, and it veries the integrity of the strong name signature of the
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Figure 5: Assembly access control overview
calling assembly to make sure that the calling assembly has not been delay
signed.
Strong naming provides a form of digital signature which is based on
signing an assembly using a public/private key pair. Each public key is
unique, and has only one corresponding private key. The strong name consists
of the text name of the assembly, its version number, an optional culture
identity value used for localization, and a public key token. A strong named
assembly also contain a public key token of the key pair used to sign the
assembly. The public key token is a 64-bit hash of the public key, and is used
to make the assembly name unique. In this way a strong name is commonly
used to handle versioning of assemblies placed in the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC), a Microsoft Windows system folder which is globally available to all
applications running on a computer.
It is possible to acquire the public key of a strong named assembly through
code by using the System.Reection.Assembly class. With the Assembly class
it is also possible to get a reference to a calling assembly as well as to the
current assembly executing.
001: byte[] callingAssemblyPublicKey =
002: Assembly.GetCallingAssembly().GetName().GetPublicKey();
003:
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004: byte[] executingAssemblyPublicKey =
005: Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly().GetName().GetPublicKey();

A strong name provides a means of integrity check for an assembly; a
strong named assembly that has been modied after it was signed will not
have a valid strong name signature. All strong name signed assemblies have
their integrity checked when they are loaded by the .Net runtime, except
for assemblies in the GAC which are veried upon installation in the GAC.
However, strong name integrity check for an assembly can be turned o by
using the Microsoft strong name tool with the -Vr option, and non-valid
strong named assemblies can be placed in the GAC by rst installing an
assembly with a valid strong name and then using the console command
Copy.exe to overwrite it with an assembly with an invalid strong name.
001: C:\>Sn.exe -Vr assembly.dll
Disabling strong name verification

This could possibly be used by a malicious third party developer to disable
integrity check of his or her application. This, together with something known
as delay signing, could be used to gain access to the protected assembly.
Delay signing was created in order for large organizations to restrict the
distribution of their private keys during development and testing of strong
named assemblies. Delay signing is the process of signing an assembly using
only the public key part part of a strong name key pair. A certain department
of the organization in possession of the private key then strong name signs
the assembly just before it is released. A delay signed assembly needs to have
verication disabled to pass the .Net runtime verication. A public key to be
used for delay signing can be extracted from a strong name signed assembly
using the .Net Framework strong name tool (Sn.exe).
001: C:\>Sn.exe -e assembly.dll publickey.snk

The strong name verication can be done from code by invoking an unmanaged method found in the Windows system le mscoree.dll. The method
returns information about whether an assembly has a valid strong name signature, whether it has been delay signed and whether it has been modied
after it was strong named. Unmanaged methods are imported into .Net by
using the DllImport attribute.
001: [DllImport("mscoree.dll", CharSet = CharSet.Unicode)]
002: static extern bool StrongNameSignatureVerificationEx(string wszFilePath,
003: bool fForceVerification, ref bool pfWasVerified);
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Checking the public key of a strong named assembly and verifying its integrity should provide a uncompromisable way of implementing access control
to allow only applications signed with a specic strong name key pair to access code. It is also recommended by Microsoft for a similar scenario [7].
By using a second strong name key pair the non-API parts of the IDK can
implement access control to allow only IDK assemblies to access them.

4.1 Other technologies considered
Other technologies studied for implementing access control were Code Access
Security and Friend Assemblies.

4.1.1 Microsoft Code Access Security
Code Access Security (CAS) is a security mechanism provided by the .Net
Framework. It allows an assembly to be trusted to varying degrees depending
on where the assembly originates and on other aspects of the assembly's
identity. Depending on the level of trust an assembly has, CAS limits the
access of that assembly to protected resources and operations. The degree
of trust of an assembly is associated with its permissions. A permission
represents the right to access various system resources. An administrator
can associate permission sets with code groups. For an assembly to be part
of a code group it must fulll a membership condition associated with that
code group. Membership conditions that were studied for the IDK were
StrongNameMembershipCondition, which requires a strong name signature,
and ZoneMembershipCondition, which is based on the origin of the assembly.
In Windows, by default, all code originating from the local machine fulll
a ZoneMembershipCondition and is part of the My_Computer_Zone code
group, which have the permission set FullTrust. FullTrust is the highest
permission set in Windows CAS. In earlier versions of CAS it was possible
to demand certain permission for an assembly even if it had the FullTrust
permission set. These permissions were so callde identity permissions, which
are permissions that is based on information that are contained within the
assembly. One such permission is granted on the basis of a strong name
signature. Since .Net Framework version 2.0 however, no identity permissions
demands can be used to protect one code from being accessed by another in
FullTrust. There is no CAS protection against FullTrust [11]. Since all
code originating from the local hard drive runs under FullTrust permissions,
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strong name identity permission demands are not aective on the Interactor.
All code originating from the hard drive will thus be able to invoke the
method CanBeInvokedByStrongNameSignedAssemblyOnly in the following
code segment:
001:
002:
003:
004:
005:
006:

[method: StrongNameIdentityPermission(
SecurityAction.Demand, PublicKey = "0002400...5ad293")]
public string CanBeInvokedByStrongNameSignedAssemblyOnly()
{
return "This data is intended only for strong name signed assemblies";
}

It is possible to congure CAS policy so that a certain user runs under less permission than FullTrust, or that code originating from the local
computer run under less permission than FullTrust. This is not useful for
scenarios where third party developers run under administrator priveleges
though, since they are then able to recongure all policies to make their code
run under FullTrust permission.
It is possible to use CAS policy version 1, in which strong name demands
are eective also for code running under FullTrust permissions, by setting
the environmental variable COMPLUS_LegacyV1CAS to 1. It can be done
from a console window or from code. This provides a poor method of access
control for the IDK since the variable easily can be changed back to the
default value 0.
001: System.Environment.SetEnvironmentVariable("COMPLUS_LegacyV1CAS", "1",
002: EnvironmentVariableTarget.Machine);

4.1.2 Microsoft Friend Assemblies
Friend Assemblies is a Microsoft technology for allowing certain assemblies
to access internal methods of another assembly. Private types and members
remain inaccessible. It can be useful for unit testing of individual assemblies
[30], but can have other uses as well and have been studied as a way to
restrict access to the API. Friend assemblies are allowed access through use
of the InternalsVisibleTo attribute.
001:
002:
003:
004:
005:
006:
007:
008:
009:

[assembly: InternalsVisibleTo("FriendAssembly")]
public class Class1
{
internal void FriendFunction()
{
Console.WriteLine("Can be called by any assembly with
simple text name FriendAssembly1");
}
}
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A friend assembly can also be required to have strong name. Using strong
named Friend Assemblies. The public key has been truncated.
001:
002:
003:
004:
005:
006:
007:
008:
009:

[assembly: InternalsVisibleTo("FriendAssembly1, 0002400...5ad293")]
public class Class1
{
internal void FriendFunction()
{
Console.WriteLine("Can be called by a strong named assembly with
simple text name FriendAssembly1 and with public key 0002400...5ad293");
}
}

As opposed to CAS strong name demands, friend assembly demands are
functional in .Net Framework 2.0 also for code running under FullTrust.
Strong named friend assemblies can be used together with in-code strong
name verication in order to authenticate calling assemblies. Because of its
static nature, however, the technology is not very useful for authenticating
applications. In such a scenario, all assemblies that would require access
control would have to include a list of friend assemblies before these friend
assemblies even existed. This would mean that unlimited access could only be
allowed to a certain predetermined number of application assemblies. Even
if such a list could be made extensive enough to last for a long time, either
the names of the application executables would have to be named according
to the list, or each application would have to employ a wrapper which would
be very complex. Another important drawback of the technology is that
classes, methods and properties cannot eectively be marked as internal.
Using friend assemblies, an IDK internal class would be publicly available
to Scania developers. Because of demands on usability and execution ow,
it may be benecial not to expose all methods even to Scania programmers.
An API with classes having all methods exposed would mean that methods
would have to be designed under these severe conditions if the demands were
to be fullled, if they ever could. The technology could be somewhat more
useful for securing access between assemblies in the IDK that are not part
of the API, however the solution using strong names is suitable for these
assemblies as well.
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5

The IDK DataHandlerClient service

A service can be dened as an application that provides data to, or performs
tasks for, another application. It is not supposed to be interacted with by
users, and has no graphical user interface. Services can provide their data
to applications running on the same computer or to applications running
on another computer on the a network. Services can be part of a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA), in which many services on dierent computers
are part of an applications data supply. Services can also be used to manage
functionality such as printers on a local computer. A service running on
Windows is called a Windows Service. It can be set to start before a user
logs on to the computer. The service then runs under the user SYSTEM.

5.1 Type delity
Of all data propagated through the IDK Service, which is all data that can
be accessed through the API, some will be of non-primitive types. These
include more common .Net types such as custom event arguments and exceptions, but it can also be useful to send other sophisticated types such as
value collections. When moving types between application domains there is
the issue of type delity. Fidelity can be dened as a denotion of how accurate a copy is to its source. A worn gramophone record will have a lower
delity than one in good condition [15]. In the case of moving types between
application domains it denotes the types internal organization of data. A
type can be conceptually equal to another without having high delidy. Two
classes modelling a car can serve as an example. While both may have contain an integer instance variable for representing the amount of horsepower
in the car, the name of the variable may be dierent. Replacing one class
with another will make a compiler complaint, since it does not recognize the
name of the new variable in the class. The dierence may also reside at a
lower level. Two classes may be exactly equal in text, but one written in for
example Java may have a dierent internal representation than one written
in .Net, with respect to bit orders and memory allocation. Dierent .Net
distributed computing technologies have dierent support for retaining high
type delity, partly depending on the philosophy behind the programming
model. In SOAs, many dierent platforms and technologies interact with
each other. Therefore there is a desire for so called loose coupling, where any
SOA platform has the possibility of connecting to a SOA service. In these
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cases, the type delity is low. Implementation is not shared, but interfaces
for the primitive data types that are passed is shared. Preserving type delity is necessary for sending complex data structures and the support for
preserving high type delity is therefore interesting.

5.2 Technologies
There are several dierent .Net technologies available for creating a service.
Among these are .Net Remoting, Web Services, Enterprise Services, ASMX
Web Services, Web Services Enhancements, and WCF. .Net Remoting has
traditionally been the technology to use for inter-process communication between two .Net applications. WCF is a unifying programming model and may
thus have the capability to replace all existing .Net distributed computing
technologies. Since the IDK will only deal with inter-process communication
on the same computer and between .Net applications, these two technologies
were chosen to be studied for suitability with the IDK.

5.2.1 .Net Remoting
.Net Remoting is part of the .Net Framework since version 1.0. It allows
interprocess communication across dierent application domains, which can
run on separate computers on a network. Objects, which are made remotable
by letting their classes inherit from the System.MarshalByRefObject class,
are published by a host application via a Uniform Resource Identier (URI).
A client can then make a local proxy of the published object using the System.Activator.GetObject() reection method, or by creating an object using
the new keyword. Usually the remotable type is not shared with the client
however. Instead, an interface, which is implemented by the remotable type,
is shared with the client. The client then type casts the proxy object aquired
by the reection using the remotable type interface. Types shared by the
remotable object and the proxy must be marked with the Serializable attribute, which makes them sendable serially over the remoting channel. .Net
Remoting is designed expressly for tightly coupled .Net-to-.Net communication and oers a seamless and straightforward development for applications in
the local network [28]. It preserves full managed code type system delity in
binary formatted communications, including support for generic types, while
XML formatted serialization only provides the public properties of an object
[22]. With .Net Remoting it is possible to publish or access objects in any
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type of application domain, for example a console application, a Windows
Form, or a Windows Service.

Figure 6: .Net Remoting overview regarding application domains
In Remoting, channels are objects that transport messages between applications across remoting boundaries. Remoting can use three dierent predened channels: TCPChannel, which is based on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) transports binary serialized data, HTTPChannel, which is based
on Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) uses SOAP transporting data over
the TCP protocol, and IPCChannel, which is based on Inter-Process Communication (IPC) using named pipes. TCPChannel and HTTPChannel were
introduced with .Net Framework 1.0, where as IPCChannel was rst introduced with version 2.0. The IPC channel is intended for communication
between application domains on the same physical machine. It does not use
network communication, and is therefore faster than the HTTP channel and
the TCP channel. The IPC channel cannot be used if remoted events are desired however. Remoted events require a mechanism where both application
domains can access a remotable object commonly known as an EventShim
object. This solution does not work with the IPC channel. It generates an
exception:
The TCP channel is faster than the HTTP channel, so it is the preferred
channel for the IDK [2].
.Net Remoting integrates the application domains almost seamlessly which
means that functionality can be easily moved back and forth between the IDK
DataHandlerServer service and the IDK DataHandlerClient assembly.

5.2.2 Windows Communication Foundation
WCF is part of .Net Framework 3.0 and is supposed to provide a programming model that can integrate all earlier .Net distributed computing tech33

Figure 7: EventShims exception using IpcChannel
nologies as well as Java technologies into one single SOA. WCF is designed
to be highly uncoupled. It should provide a framework that can communicatate with and utilize most of the earlier frameworks, Microsoft as well
as non-Microsoft, that are available for distributed communication. One
feature of the uncoupledness is that no types should be shared between interconnected applications. Instead of sharing implementations, providers of
WCF services should share schema contracts for achieving SOA.
In order to support .Net Remoting-style applications where maintaining
type delity across the network is important WCF has support for a serializer
known as the NetDataContractSerializer. With NetDataContractSerializer
the .Net type information is serialized into each message so the same type
can be used on the other side. This makes it possible to preserve type delity
on a local computer using WCF, but it is complicated and not encouraged
by Microsoft.
The default serializer throughout WCF is the DataContractSerializer,
which does not support type delity. Contracts always use DataContractSerializer unless overriden with a serializer format attribute. This is because
Microsoft encourages the "shared contract" model.
For serialization using the DataContractSerializer there is an attribute,
[DataContract], which can be used. Since Microsoft discourages the use
of NetDataContractSerializer however there is no such attribute for using
it provided by default. It can be designed as a custom behaviour, which
requires a substantial amount of code (see Appendix 2).
If NetDataContractSerializer is used, the servers proxy class that the
client uses, which is explicitly generated in Visual Studio, need to be edited
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to remove the added namespace which comes with the name of the reference
to the server. This needs to be done every time the proxy is generated, which
can be quite often during the development of the IDK.

5.3 Access control
In order to further determine which technology that is best suited for the IDK
the support for access control under the IDK preferred runtime environment
has been investigated for .Net Remoting and WCF.

5.3.1 .Net Remoting
The HTTP channel have support for authentication only if the remoted
object is hosted by Internet Information Services. Both IpcChannel and
TcpChannel are secure once security is enabled on them. IpcChannel authentication is Windows Challenge/Response-based (NTLM). NTLM is an
authentication protocol used on networks of systems running Windows, and
the NTLM credentials are based on data obtained during the Windows logon process. TcpChannel authentication is NTLM-based by default, but it
also supports Kerberos which is a protocol that includes interacting with
a network authentication service. The built in authentication support for
the IpcChannel and the TcpChannel is based on Windows Active Directory.
Windows Active Directory is the Microsoft technology for providing central
authentication and authorization services for Windows based computers. The
IpcChannel does not allow you to specify an alternate set of credentials programmatically or through conguration. Therefore the client always sends
the credentials it is running under to the server. Since both the IDK DataHandlerServer service and the IDK DataHandlerClient assembly will run on
the same computer under the same user these are not applicable.
The solution designed for the IDK is based on the fact that a remoted
call between two application domains automatically sends certain data with
the call. This data is the data included in a static object collection called
CallContext [13]. Upon a remote call, all objects in the client's CallContext
which implement the ILogicalThreadAnative interface are travelling along
the remoted call inside a LogicalCallContext object. Inside the remotely
called method they can then be accessed from the CallContext object collection [39]. In a simple authentication mechanism, the client can add username
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and password strings to the CallContext object collection and send them to
the server where they are requested by the invoked method.
001: public class Client
002: {
003: ...
004: public Client()
005: {
006:
//Enter data into the CallContext
007:
CallContext.SetData("Idk user credentials",
new UsernamePasswordCallContextData("Scania", "Qwerty"));
008:
...
009: }
010: ...
011: }
001: public class Service : MarshalByRefObject, IService
002: {
003: ...
004: public double Speed()
005: {
006:
Authorization();
007:
return _speed;
008: }
009:
010: public Authorization()
011: {
012:
UsernamePasswordCallContextData data =
(UsernamePasswordCallContextData)CallContext.GetData("Idk user credentials");
013:
014:
if(data.Username != "Scania" || data.Password != "Qwerty")
015:
throw new SecurityException("Wrong username or password.");
016: }
017: ...
018: }

Hard coded passwords are not secure however since they can be retreived
by disassembling the client assembly. A more secure method is to send a
security token. A password object of a type which is shared by both the
server and the client, and which can only be created by Scania strong named
assemblies, can act as this security token.
001: internal abstract class RemotingClient
002: {
003: ...
004: public RemotingClient()
005: {
006:
...
007:
CallContext.SetData("Password", new Password()));
008:
...
009: }
010: ...
011: }
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001: public partial class DataHandlerServer : MarshalByRefObject, IDataHandlerServer
002: {
003: ...
004: public DataHandlerServer()
005: {
006:
...
007:
BinaryServerFormatterSinkProvider serverProvider =
new BinaryServerFormatterSinkProvider();
008:
...
009: }
010:
011: public CanManager GetCanManager()
012: {
013:
Authorization();
014:
return _canManager;
015: }
016:
017: public Authorization()
018: {
019:
if (CallContext.GetData("Password").GetType() != typeof(Password))
020:
throw new SecurityException("Access denied");
021: }
022: ...
023: }

This authentication process require that each of the remoted methods
invokes the method Authorization, which means bloated code [14]. Therefore
the IDK moves this authorization check so that it is performed in just one
place in the remoting infrastructure rather than in the remoted object by
adding a sink to the remoting channels sink chain.
The Remoting channels send each message along a chain of sink objects
prior to sending or after receiving a message. The sink chain contains sinks
for basic channel functionality, such as formatter, transport, or stackbuilder
sinks, but it is also possible to customize the channel sink chain to perform
special tasks with a message or a stream. Sinks can read from the data
stream or pass a new stream along where required. They can also add headers to the messages header array. The default channel sink chains contains
two important sinks, the formatter sink and the transport sink. The function
of the formatter sink is to generate the necessary headers and serialize the
message to the stream. The transport sink manages the transport of the
message. The transport sink on the server side retrieves the headers and
serialized message forwards these through the sink chain until the formatter
sink is reached. The formatter sink deserializes the message and forwards
it to the .Net Remoting system where the message is turned back into a
method call and is invoked on the server object [6]. Dierent channels have
dierent default sink chains. The HttpChannel for example is associated by
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default with SoapFormatterSink, and the TcpChannel with BinaryFormatterSink [38]. By adding a sink to the server side to extract the CallContext
properties.
Custom sinks are usually developed when there is a need for inspecting
or modifying the data sent from the proxy to the remote object and/or the
data returned from the remote object back to the proxy [25].
Adding the custom sink requires only one extra line of code (008) for
adding a sink provider, which is a part of the mechanism for building sink
chains.
001: public partial class Service : ServiceBase, IService
002: {
003: ...
004: public Service()
005: {
006:
...
007:
BinaryServerFormatterSinkProvider serverProvider =
new BinaryServerFormatterSinkProvider();
009:
008:
serverProvider.Next = new PasswordServerSinkProvider();
009:
...
010: }
011: ...
012: }

The substantial code of the custom sink:
001: public class PasswordServerSink : BaseChannelObjectWithProperties,
IServerChannelSink, IChannelSinkBase
002: {
003: ...
004: public ServerProcessing ProcessMessage(...)
005: {
006:
if (_nextChannelSink != null)
007:
{
008:
// Get the call context from the message properties
009:
LogicalCallContext logicalCallContext =
(LogicalCallContext)requestMsg.Properties["__CallContext"];
010:
011:
if (logicalCallContext.GetData("Password").GetType() != typeof(Password))
012:
throw new Exception("Access denied");
013:
014:
// Continue processing the message through the sink chain
015:
ServerProcessing spres =
_nextChannelSink.ProcessMessage(sinkStack, requestMsg, requestHeaders,
requestStream, out responseMsg, out responseHeaders,out responseStream);
016:
017:
return spres;
018:
}
019:
020:
else
021:
{
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022:
023:
024:
025:
026:
}
027: }
028: ...
029: }

responseMsg = null;
responseHeaders = null;
responseStream = null;
return new ServerProcessing();

Figure 8: IDK DataHandlerServer service authentication mechanism.

Alternatives studied

A remoted object always run in an application with FullTrust permissions.
This is because traditional CAS stack walks, used to ensure that all callers
to a protected resource has the appropriate permissions, are not performed
across .Net Remoting boundaries. A stack walk is the process of analyzing
what assemblies have been involved in making the call to the code executing.
This means that no access control designs based on CAS can be implemented,
since FullTrust essentially turns o CAS [5].
One method of implementing access control to the .Net Remoting service
could be to limit constructor invocation to only Scania strong named assemblies, and also to enforce some access restriction to the
System.Activator.GetObject() reection method. No such solution has been
found however.
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5.3.2 Windows Communication Foundation
The WCF support for access control is mostly limited to software running on
dierent computers, and is based on either Windows Active Directory credentials or on certicates which are also computer specic. There is thus no native support to identify separate applications running on the same computer.
There is support in WCF for creating a custom verication mechanism. It is
still buggy however [24].

5.4 Performance
A third parameter that is interesting for the technology of the service is the
performance.

5.4.1 WCF and .Net Remoting performance comparison
According to Microsoft, WCF is developed with the goal of being one of the
fastest distributed application platform developed by them. Saurabh Gupta,
a Program Manager at Microsoft, has performed a high-level performance
comparison between WCF and other Microsoft .Net distributed communication technologies [20]. These existing technologies are ASP.Net Web Services,
Web Service Enhancements, .Net Enterprise Services and .Net Remoting.
The scenarios and data presented in the article quantify the underlying cost
of the dierent technologies by means of measuring server throughput, dened as number of operations per seconds that the communication technologies can sustain where an operation is a request and reply message with little
processing done by the service. By leaving out the business logic only the
cost of the messaging infrastructure is measured. On the comparison between
WCF and .Net Remoting, Saurab's method returns an array of bytes using
the NetNamedPipeBinding, a binding technology for interprocess communication. For a single-processor server, the results of returning arrays of 128
bytes and 4k bytes indicate a WCF performance advantage of 29% and 30%,
respectively. For 256k bytes the performance is nearly identical. Microsoft
also claim that in their laboratory, WCF Named Pipes wins against Remoting
2.0 in all cases and that secure WCF is faster than secure Enterprise Services
cross-machine [40]. There are also other performance comparisons between
WCF and .Net Remoting in the developer community. The discussions that
follow these comparisons indicate the following [12]:
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• Creating a WCF proxy is expensive and should be cached between calls.
• WCF performs best using DataContract instead of passing DataSets.
• WCF has security enabled for the NetTcpBinding by default, where as

.Net Remoting has security disabled by default. Security slows down
performance.

• WCF uses IXmlSerializable, where as .Net Remoting is using the faster

ISerializable.

Generally, applications can use binary encoding where performance is critical, or XML encoding where interoperability with other remote computing
technologies is essential [32].

5.4.2 .Net Remoting custom channel sinks performance penalty
Measurements were made to see how much extra computation time the custom channel sink for the access control mechanism developed for .Net Remoting consumed:
The computer used for the test was congured accordingly:
Operating system
Processor
RAM

Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2
Intel Core2 Duo E6550
1,96 Gb

The test was carried out by invoking a remote method which simply
returned a value.
001: public double RemoteMethod()
002: {
003: return 10.0;
004: }

Upon the click of a button, the remote method was invoked for one thousand times in a row, and the elapsed time was measured. The reason for
measuring several times was to reduce the overhead eect of saving time
into variables. This procedure was done ten times and an average time was
calculated.
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001: private void buttonMeasure_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
002: {
003: int _calls = 0;
004: double _value = 0;
005: DateTime then = DateTime.Now;
006:
007: while (_calls < 1000)
008: {
009:
_value = RemoteMethod();
010:
_calls++;
011: }
012:
013: DateTime now = DateTime.Now;
014: TimeSpan duration = now - then;
015:
016: labelResult.Text = duration.ToString();
017: }

Although the Ipc channel is most suitable for single machine remote calls,
test were carried out with the Tcp channel as well in order to get somewhat
of a reference in order to evaluate the results. Also since the EventShim
eventing mechanism only works with Tcp and not Ipc such a comparison is
extra interesting.
With the approach described above, tests were carried out using no extra
sinks, sinks passing and checking a Scania strong name restricted password
object, and sinks passing and checking a simple text string password.
Below are the test results:
Channel
Tcp
Ipc

No extra sinks
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
0,265
0,142

No extra sinks but sending password string in callcontext
Channel
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
Tcp
0,365
Ipc
0,237
No extra sinks but sending password object in callcontext
Channel
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
Tcp
0,337
Ipc
0,218
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Channel
Tcp
Ipc

Including sinks using password object
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
3,039
3,048

Including sinks for sending and checking password string
Channel
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
Tcp
2,951
Ipc
3,012
Including a server sink for checking a password object
Channel
Average time (s) for doing 1000 invocations
Tcp
0,338
Ipc
0,212
Using extra sinks, the Tcp channel and the Ipc channel are almost equally
fast. Using no extra sinks however, the Ipc channel is almost twice as fast.
It is also interesting to see that while it takes slightly more time using the
password object than a password string, the big time consumer is the extra
sink itself. Invocation time using extra sinks is almost 20 times as long as
using a basic Ipc channel.

5.5 Service simulator
A service simulator is useful for executing an application which relies on
the IDK on a standard PC, which is the common development platform. It
simplies the development process since it eliminates the process of moving
the built application between the development computer and the Interactor.
It enables people who do not possess an Interactor to design and debug
applications with the SDK.
The service can be simulated by publishing a remotable object on the
same URI as the DataHandlerServer service (after the DataHandlerServer
service has been stopped, if installed) which has the same interface as the
DataHandlerServer service. The service simulator can preferably be a Windows Form object since Windows Forms inherit from
System.MarshalByRefObject, which means that the simulator graphical user
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interface can publish itself. In this way it is easy to control the values of the
simulated object.
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6

The Application Programming Interface (API)

An API is the outermost part of an SDK [10] and the part with which the
programmer interacts in order to perform the tasks supported by the SDK. It
is a specication consisting of a set of types containing methods and properties that are available for use by other applications. A good API development
process is somewhat pragmatic and iterative [9]. A complete API design can
start with the generation of use cases and ends with usability studies. Use
cases are generated by asking the users to write code to perform some of the
tasks available through the SDK using an API that they preferred. Usability studies are conducted by asking users to perform some tasks available
through the SDK and study their reactions. Based on the results, which can
indicate things such as need for one-on-one guidance [31], the API can be
improved.
The API in the current Interactor SDK only has one single type, which
contains all the methods available in the SDK. The new SDK will have a
richer object model since it will be responsible for more aspects of creating
an Interactor application. The new object model must be dened depending
on what the complete set of SDK functionality will be and how it can be implemented practically regarding restrictions such as assembly size, something
that is outside the scope of this thesis.

6.1 Access control
The access control to the API is done by allowing only certain strong named
applications to invoke the constructor of classes to which access is restricted
(see section named Assembly access control using Microsoft strong names).
If only part of a class should perform access control, that part is placed in
a subclass which implements the access control mechanism. The super class
can then be instantiated by any application. This design allows the developer
of a Scania strong named application to create only one object for accessing
both the restricted and the unrestricted members of a type. Consequently, for
types which use access control, Scania developers will create one object and
third party developers will create another. In this sense the SDK contains
two APIs, where the third party API is a subset of the Scania API.
Types cannot restrict access control to certain developers while programming
using this mechanism. This means that third party developers will be able to
see what members are available to a Scania developer. There is a technology
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known as obfuscation which can be interesting to have a closer look at if it
turns out to be desireable to hide this information.

6.2 Contract
The methods in an API shall generally be available to a programmer for an
extended time, also when a new version of the API is released. One concept of
API design is that of a contract between the API and the programmer. This
contract means that the programmer should be aware of the status of the
API and what is supposed to happen to it in the future. Public classes and
interfaces of a stable version of an API should not be removed or modied in
later versions. Things may be added freely, without any restrictions at any
time. Consequently, specication of an API should be done very carefully
and with future needs in mind.
In the Java Netbeans community there are certain keywords regarding
the status of an API in order to inform programmers about how they shall
relate to the API concerning things such as future changes, accessibility and
support [41]. One of these is Under Development, which means that an API
is released for testing. The contract may be broken but the programmers,
who have reported to a mailing list, shall receive information about these
contract breaches. Another one is Stable, which signals that the programmer
can start to invest time and resources in developing against the API since the
contract should not be broken. A Friend API is accessible only to specic
assemblies and is not intended for a broad audience. A Deprecated API
has been replaced, and should be supported for a version or two after the
replacement API has been released.
The consequence of the contract concept is that once Scania management
has decided that a class or interface should be made public in a new release
of the SDK, it must stay public in all future releases so that third party
applications can continue to function with these new releases. Revoking
things from the third party API will break the contract and make third
party applications stop working.

6.3 Microsoft IntelliSense considerations
Since the new SDK is based on Microsoft C# and intended for use with Micrsoft Visual Studio, Microsoft Intellisense will be available for programmers
using the SDK. Microsoft Intellisense is a Microsoft technology for enhancing
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productivity by assisting a programmer while programming. The most important feature, and the feature which has most impact for designing designing an API is automated autocomplete, which means that possible endings
to words being written in Visual Studio will appear in a drop down list. This
has some implications for the API in that there is no need to give arguments
and methods short names in order to enhance programmer productivity, and
since IntelliSense provides an overview of the methods available there can be
more focus on using this information to communicate appropriate use of the
API to the programmer, and less focus on using documentation [33]. IntelliSense also provide documentation on each method if the method has been
decorated with certain comments in the following way:

Figure 9: Making comments in this fashion will enable Intellisense to forward
them to the user of the method.
IntelliSense autocompletion is designed to preselect members that are
most frequently used [27]. This means that if there are more ocurrences
of the method Console.WriteLine() than Console.Write(), IntelliSense will
automatically put focus on WriteLine() after Console.W has been written.
In an empty class, Write() will be focused on since it is alphabetically before
WriteLine(). Overloaded methods appear in the order they are implemented
in the referenced assembly, so the method expected to be most commonly
used should be implemented rst.

6.4 Specication-Implementation separation
Even though the API is usually supposed to be separated from its implementation to allow for implementing changes without breaking the contract,
the API will implicitly communicate some implementation specic details.
One example is C# properties and their implicit communication of processing power consumption. C# properties are used to provide public access to
private class variables. They behave as variables but are in fact methods.
C# properties make it easy to access private class variables while at the same
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time providing additional functionality such as boundary checks when values
are assigned. A property can embed any method, but it signals almost direct
access to a data member. If the code in a property requires a lot of processing
power the property should most likely be an ordinary method. Also if the
value of the data member is constantly changing the accessor should be a
method [9]: The .Net class DateTime for example has a static property Now
which should have been made an ordinary method instead.
001: public class BadUseOfPropertyClass
002: {
003: private double _x;
004:
005: public double X
006: {
007:
get
008:
{
009:
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
010:
Console.WriteLine("Consuming processing power...");
011:
012:
return _x;
013:
}
014:
015:
set { _x = value; }
016: }
017: }
An example of how properties should not be used. This property consumes
processing power and should therefore be made a method instead,
since a property signals almost direct access to a data member.

6.5 Usability
In order for an API to be user friendly it is important that it is self explaining so that the user will not have to reach for the documentation more
than necessary. Users of APIs usually rely on a trial and error approach
for accomplishing tasks, especially basic ones [9]. Usability can be achieved
by putting a lot of eort into name design of members and methods. Code
using the API should read like prose [10], and it should follow conventions
used by other APIs in its proximity. Since the IDK runs on Microsoft .Net
Framework it is helpful for a programmer if it uses the .Net API conventions.
Some of the easy to grasp .Net conventions are that all methods shall start
with a capital letter, all arguments shall start with a non-capital letter, and
that abbreviations shall not use capital letters unless they consist of only two
letters. For example IOStream shall have capital letters in the abbreviation
IO but XmlSheet shall not have capital letters in the abbreviation XML [9].
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Here follows some suggestions for improving two methods used in the
current SDK API for manipulating waypoints in the Interactor's navigation
software, and the ambition is to present the arguments in a general way so
that they can be applied also to other mehods. These two methods can,
depending on their last argument Action, add the waypoint as the next stop
in a waypoint list, the last stop, or as a replacement for all current waypoints
in the list.
001: void SetDestinationAddress(BSTR CountryCode, BSTR PostalCode, BSTR City, BSTR Address,
BSTR Name, long Action);
002:
003: void SetDestinationLatLon(long LatDegMillion, long LonDegMillion,
BSTR Name, long Action);
Methods in old API for adding waypoints to the navigator software which
may need unnecessary documentation consultation by a developer.

1. Use well designed method names. The name of the method suggests that it sets the destination to the arguments provided. It does not
communicate whether it will make the provided destination the only
destination or whether the provided destination will be added rst in a
list of destinations. It implicitly communicates that it will not add the
destination as the last destination in a list of destinations. A more appropriate name would be a name that suggests that the methods adds
a destination, and also that the target of the method is the Interactor's
navigation software. An example of a name with these properties is
AddWaypointToNavigator.
2. Use well designed argument names and argument ordering.
The order of the arguments implies a certain hiearchy, much the same
way an address on a postcard is written in a certain order. On a
postcard, the address is written with the most specic information, the
name of the receiver, at the top, ending with the country in which the
receiver resides. In this sense the Name argument implies that it is used
to provide information about the destination to the navigation software,
for example "Scania Fleet Management", whereas it is actually the
name of the waypoint. As such, it can also be used in a dierent
manner. For example, a programmer may want to provide a name
based on the time of the method call. From this it follows that the
Name argument ought to be the method's rst one, since the name
identies the waypoint and the waypoint is a set containing the rest
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of the information, much like "postcard" is a set containing receiver
address information. Thus an appropriate name for the Name argument
could be WayPointName. Much care should be taken when giving
methods and arguments names [9].
3. Use method overloading to merge methods. In C# there is the
possibility of using method overloading to produce several methods
with the same name that dier from each other in terms of the type of
the input (the signature of the method) and optionally also the type of
the output of the method. Which one of the methods that is being used
is communicated to the user by the set of arguments that is passed to
the method. The methods for adding a waypoint to the navigator could
preerably be based on an overloaded method, since they accomplish
the same task.
4. Use method overloading to communicate optional arguments.
The arguments Name and PostalCode are optional, which using the old
API cannot be known unless referring to documentation. Using method
overloading it is possible to communicate what combinations of arguments are available in a straigthforward manner. This creates a total
of six versions of the nal method, two for the version using geographic
coordinates and four for the version using address information.
001: public class Latitude
002: {
003: ...
004: public Latitude(int degrees, int minutes, double seconds,
NorthSouthSuffix northSouthSuffix)
005: {
006:
...
007: }
008: ...
009: }
010:
011: public class Longitude
012: {
013: ...
014: public Longitude(int degrees, int minutes, double seconds,
EastWestSuffix eastWestSuffix)
015: {
016:
...
017: }
018: ...
019: }
020:
021: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(Latitude latitude, Longitude longitude,
AddMethod addMethod);
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022: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(string wayPointName, Latitude latitude,
Longitude longitude, AddMethod addMethod)
023: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(CountryCode countryCode, string city,
string address, AddMethod addMethod)
024: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(CountryCode countryCode, string city,
string postalCode, string address, AddMethod addMethod);
025: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(string wayPointName, CountryCode
countryCode, string city, string address, AddMethod addMethod);
026: public void AddWaypointToNavigator(string wayPointName, CountryCode
countryCode, string city, string postalCode, string address, AddMethod addMethod);
Method prototypes in new API which uses overloading and enums to communicate
optional parameters.

5. Use enumerated types to provide the available argument options. Where the argument can be one of a xed set of possibilities it
is helpful if these options are provided to the programmer. Microsoft
Intellisense makes this easy by the use of enumerated types. An enumerated type is an abstract data type used to model an attribute that
has a specic number of options. When a programmer writes code
that calls a method which takes an enumerated type as an argument,
the values in this enumerated type appears in Intellisense. The CountryCode argument has the necessary characteristics for being used as
an enumerated type since it accepts a specic number of values. This
way the programmer will not have to consult documentation to see
what the available country codes are. In .Net, a method that takes an
enum as parameter will ask for that certain enum, so the user of an API
does not even have to nd the name of the enum by documentation.
The Action argument is even more suitable for use with enumerated
types. It takes a numerical value to determine whether the waypoint
should be added as the next stop in the navigators waypoint list, the
last stop, or as a replacement for all current waypoints. The use of
this argument certainly requires the programmer to refer to documentation. By replacing the numerical Action argument with a enumerated
type argument, the programmer could choose the correct value without
refering to documentation. Such an enumerated type could have the
values AddFirst, AddLast, and ReplaceAll.
6. Use self explaining arguments. The arguments LatDegMillion and
LongDegMillion take numbers which are calculated by multiplying respective geographical coordinate with the number one million. This
requires detailed knowledge about geographical coordinates, which are
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somewhat ambiguous when represented without a sux for describing
their relation to the prime meridian and the equator, in which case
they need to be represented by negative numbers. This makes these
arguments error prone. Replacing these arguments with arguments for
degrees, relation to the prime meridian and equator respectively, minutes and seconds would create a very long list of arguments, and many
of the arguments would have similar names which would be confusing for a programmer. Another way to solve the problem is to use
types which are specically created for passing arguments and which
correctly and unambiguously represents the geographical coordinates.
The arguments to the mentioned methods could then be of type Latitude(int degrees, NorthSouthSux sux, int minutes, double seconds)
and Longitude(int degrees, EastWestSux sux, int minutes, double
seconds). The arguments to these types communicate to the user that
degrees and minutes should be xed numbers, whereas seconds should
be a decimal number. Using enumerated types for the suxes ensures
unambiguity and correct usage. Such types can in a simple way include
value limit controls and throw appropriate exceptions if these values are
exceeded. Specic and plentiful exceptions help communicate misuse
of the API to the programmer.

6.6 Error communication
If something in the Interactor does not work as intended this must be communicated to the user application so that correct measures can be taken to
avoid using faulty values. In the old SDK an error was communicated by
returning -1. This can cause problems especially with methods that normally return integers, since users may miss handling these errors. In .Net
it is possible to throw an exception to illustrate that an error has occured.
These errors can be specied in a detailed way. Dierent kinds of exceptions
can be thrown depending on the error that occurs. One advantage of using
exceptions is that the exceptions that a method can throw are listed in IntelliSense. Because of this a programmer can write code that takes appropriate
action for each of the dierent types of exceptions that can be thrown.
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Figure 10: IntelliSense communicates the exceptions that can be thrown by
Console.Write()

6.7 Providing CAN data
For some users it can be useful if CAN data is not only provided formatted, as
numbers, but also unformatted, as CAN frame strings conforming to the SAE
J1939 standard. This request was made both by Henrik Dahlberg during the
interview, and by a software developer at Scania [36]. CAN frames can be
provided by subscribing to events. An example of a CAN frame is "0.001911
1 18FEF125x Rx d 8 FF 00 00 4C FF FF E3 FF", which originates from a
CAN package called OptiCruise.

6.8 Ordinary events
In order to reduce the risk of breaking the API to programmer contract the
events of the IDK should provide a custom event argument even if there is
no need for extra data in the event argument at the time.
001: public class OverSpeedEventArgs : System.EventArgs
002: {
003: }
Always using custom event arguments, even if they are not
needed at the moment, means good forward compatibility.

Later, if it becomes necessary to pass arguments with the event, such
functionality can be added without breaking a stable contract with the programmer. Unless the custom event argument was used in the API from the
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beginning, the programmer would have to rewrite his/her code when the
event argument type was changed.
001: public class OverSpeedEventArgs : System.EventArgs
002: {
003: private double _vehicleSpeed;
004:
005: public OverSpeedEventArgs()
006: {
007:
speed = can.VehicleSpeed(); // Current overspeed at the time the event is triggered
008: }
009:
010: public double VehicleSpeed
011: {
012:
get { return _vehicleSpeed; }
013: }
014: }
A custom event arument has been added for including speed data
in the event of overspeeding.

6.9 Parameterized events
Future users of the SDK at Scania have expressed interest in aquiring events
when the change of a value is big enough, or when a value exceeds some limit.
These dierent triggers are discussed further below. Limit value parameterized events and value interval parameterized events have been implemented
in the technology demonstrator described later in this report. By gathering
value polling in the DataHandlerServer service instead of having it in every
Interactor application, it could be possible to reduce the amount of data trafc generated. For high performance it is best if the event loop, which polls
the event provider, takes place in the DataHandlerServer service in order to
send as little data as possible over the .Net Remoting channel. It is also
best if the data polling DataHandlerServer service takes place as seldom as
possible. There are dierent solutions to this eventing problem. One is to
create a large amount of event handlers for every event provider and have
an event loop poll the event provider and possibly invoke one or more of the
event handlers if some comparison matches. This solution would however
clobber IntelliSense with event handlers. The implemented solution is based
on a model where the event handlers have a centralized poller which resides
in the Interactor application instead of in the DataHandler service, which is
not optimal. Moving it to the DataHandler service should not be too dicult, but requires some smart implementation of a mechanism known as the
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EventShim-mechanism, which is necessary for transporting events over .Net
Remoting.

6.9.1 Limit value parameters
For some values it can be interesting to recieve an event if the value exceeds
some threshold. For instance it may be interesting to notify a driver and
a vehicle operator if a vehicle exceeds some speed, or if the engine coolant
exceeds some temperature.
The limit value parameterized events are subscribed for using the following syntax:
001: public partial class SampleApplication : Form
002: {
003: private IdkType _idkType;
004: ...
005: public SampleApplication()
006: {
007:
...
008:
_idkType.OverSpeedEventHandler(new EventHandler<OverSpeedEventArgs>
(idkType\_OverSpeedEventHandler), 50);
009:
...
010: }
011: ...
012: private void idkType_OverSpeedEventHandler(object sender, OverSpeedEventArgs e)
013: {
014:
...
015: }
016: ...
017: }
An application that subscribes to a limit value parameterized event using some IDK type.
In this case the argument is 50, which means that the method idkType_OverSpeedEventHandler
will be invoked if the speed exceeds 50 km/h.

6.9.2 Value interval parameters
For some values it may be interesting to receive an event when a value changes
are big enough. It may for example be interesting to receive an event when
the speed of the vehicle increases in 5-km/h-steps.
The value interval parameterized events are subscribed for using the following syntax:
001: public partial class SampleApplication : Form
002: {
003: private IdkType _idkType;
004: ...
005: public SampleApplication()
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006:
007:
008:
009:
010:
011:
012:
013:
014:
015:
016:
017: }

{

...
_idkType.SpeedChangeEventHandler(new EventHandler<SpeedChangeEventArgs>
(idkType_SpeedChangeEventHandler), 5);
...

}
...
private void idkType_SpeedChangeEventHandler(object sender, SpeedChangeEventArgs e)
{
...
}
...

An application that subscribes to a value interval parameterized event using some IDK type.
In this case the argument is 5, which means that the method idkType_SpeedChangeEventHandler
will be invoked every time the speed changes in steps of 5 km/h (5 km/h, 10 km/h and so on).
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7

Documentation theory

Proper documentation is especially important for third party developers,
who may not have extensive experience of the domain of an SDK, and who
may not be able to consult colleagues and developers experienced with the
SDK in the same way as Scania developers can. For third party developers,
easy access to necessary documentation can be the dierence between prot
and loss since it can shorten the development times for an application using
the SDK [31]. Insucient documentation can also generate a large amount
of support calls and support mails to the SDK provider which can occupy
both support- and developer resources and generate costs [21]. Developers
generally do not like to call for help and use it as a last resort to solve
problems after all available documentation has been consulted. Interviews
with users of a SDK for a callcenter system have shown that the following
things are critical to the use of an SDK by documentation [31]:
• A comprehensive list of all parts of the SDK.
• Installation instructions.
• System requirements.
• Learning contents that focus on how to do things, not why.
• Description of the domain of the SDK. In the case of Interactor SDK,

Fleet Management Services. A third party developer employed by a
end user may not have experience in the system area and may need
this description.

• Description of the types of applications that can be developed with the

SDK.

• Denition of system specic terminology.
• Denition or demonstration of software technologies used in/with the

SDK.

• A description of the overall architecture of the various components of

the product.
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According to the user interview with Mr. Henrik Dahlberg there does not
seem to be any need for extensive support for the SDK. Even so it can be
good to provide a support e-mail address with the SDK documentation.
The documentation can include a status section which describes the current status of the API and how the programmer shall relate to the API to
programmer contract, as described in section 4, the section about API's.

7.1 Tutorials
A tutorial can be a way to make SDK easier to use [21]. However developers
want to learn only as they need the information, and are generally not interested in long tutorials [31]. They want to begin coding immediately and
be directed to help sections that answers their specic coding problems. A
tutorial can be provided in the form of an overview document which guides
the developer through the evolvement of the sample applications.

7.2 Sample applications
Developers want simple sample applications that can be used in developing
applications. They want to be able to cut and paste the appropriate code
straight into their applications. The graphical user interface of the sample
applications can give programmers a high-level, practical view of the API
and what can be done with it [31].
Sample applications put sample code segments in a context. Sample
applications can be broken down into dierent chapters to show the order
in which the application was developed. This can be achieved practically
by saving copies of the sample applications while they are developed by the
SDK developer.
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8

Technology demonstrator

A demonstrator has been designed for testing and verifying the technologies
used in the IDK. It consists of an application using an simplied implementation of the IDK design described in this thesis along with data access from
the old SDK through a wrapper instead of the Scania Communicator.

Figure 11: Demonstrator overview
The implemented IDK is simplied because of limited time and is simplied in the sense that it features and architecture without an object factory
and focuses on demonstrating the access control mechanisms and the eventing mechanisms instead. It uses the old SDK through a wrapper instead
of the Scania Communicator as a data source since the Communicator at
the time of writing is not fully developed and not necessary for demonstrating the technologies mentioned above. The sample application implement
three areas of functionality: Speed, video mode, and navigator software interaction. Speed is acquired in three dierent ways. The rst speedometer
shows polled speed. The sample application has a timer object which polls
speed data with short intervals. The second speedometer shows parameterized over speed events occuring whenever speed exceeds 50 km/h. The third
speedometer shows parameterized speed change events occuring whenever
speed changes in 5 km/h steps (5, 10, 15, and so on).
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Figure 12: Sample application graphical user interface
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9

Discussion

9.1 The results and methods used
The results on assembly access control found in this thesis seem satisfactory,
but they have to be proven in real world use rst. Even if they are possible
to bypass they should provide such a strong protection that a malicious user
has to be very conscious that he or she is breaking an access control feature
to the SDK. Serious developers of third party software using the SDK would
likely be aware that it is illegal and would likely not sell such software to
vehicle operators. The results on the service access control are not quite
satisfactory. It is reasonable to believe that this problem can be addressed
with better support from the .Net framework, even though no such solution
was found. Even if it cannot, it may be possible to create solutions that
are architectually simpler and create less overhead, maybe by creating access
control for some sort of session between application domains.
Another method for designing an SDK with the desired features that seem
attractive after using the approach described above would be a more demand
driven one. The SDK architecture designed in this thesis is to a too large
degree based on beliefs about the future needs of an SDK. A better approach
could be to do a case study on an existing Scania Interactor application. After
analyzing the applications use of data sources and software components it
could be refactored so that all data was provided through one source, and that
software that seemed reusable were organized into an SDK instead. Then
another application could be refactored and the SDK would be adjusted to
t both of these applications. After a while it became clear to me that
the big benet of an SDK was that to organize the common code used by
applications designed by Scania. I also immediately focused on a service for
managing data propagation and aggregation, with too little knowledge about
the need of data propagation and aggregation. It is possible that a completely
dierent architecture can do a satisfactory job instead of a service. Perhaps
a database manager can fetch, aggregate, store and provide data at excellent
speed with excellent support for access control. Perhaps is the need for data
aggregation and management by a service so small that it does not need to
be access controlled.
I also immediately turned my attention towards the current SDK and its
uses, and started to wonder about how it could be improved. By doing this
I soon found myself believing that I understood what an SDK is, and the
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planned investigation about how a modern SDK works was reduced to a brief
survey investigation. A better way would be to realise that the current SDK
was no good basis for a future one, and instead construct the idea of what
an SDK is from scratch.

9.2 Frameworks
The software components in the SDK has during discussions occasionally
been referred to as a framework. A framework however is an ambigous term.
It has been dened as software that is provided with code written by the user
which the framework then executes. Dened in this way it is distinguished
from software libraries and toolkits, which is executed by code written by
the user [29]. In this sense it may not be appropriate to view the software
components as a framework. It provides callback functionality, but these
callback functions are registered by user code (delegates). With the above
denition the methods invoked in the user code are not registered during
runtime, but instead the code written by the user must implement certain
interfaces. Frameworks have also been dened as reusable object-oriented
libraries [9]. Neither this denition in a unambigous way encapsulates the
mentioned software components.

9.3 Running WCF on Windows XP Embedded
The current version of the Interactor uses Windows XP Embedded so it was
interesting to see how well WCF operated on Windows XP Embedded. It
turned out that WCF can not be easily installed on a deployed Windows
XP Embedded copy. It needs to be executed on a run-time image built
with Windows XP Embedded [26]. Since there was no time to learn the
process of creating Windows XP Embedded images another strategy was
employed: By executing a WCF application on Windows XP Embedded
without WCF installed and analyzing the stack trace of the errors returned
by the operating system the hope was that it would be possible to nd
out what WCF assemblies was necessary and to install these manually. This
method looked promising initially, and the four assemblies that were reported
missing were installed in the GAC:
• System.ServiceModel 3.0.0.0 neutral b77a5c561934e089
• System.IdentityModel 3.0.0.0 neutral b77a5c561934e089
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• SMDiagnostics 3.0.0.0 neutral b77a5c561934e089
• System.Runtime.Serialization neutral 3.0.0.0 b77a5c561934e089

After this the operating system returned an error which asked the user to
run a tool, ServiceModelReg.exe. This did not solve the problem and there
was no solution found to bypass this error.

9.4 Future work
An interesting question for future work is to analyze how much data per
second that the DataHandlerServer service would need to propagate in future Interactors, and what the maximum propagation rate of the DataHandlerServer service would be on a future Interactor hardware platform.
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Appendix 1: Interview with third party developer

This chapter contains the results of the interview with Henrik Dahlberg at
Fleetech.

10.1 Interview approach
The interviewee has agreed that all material in the interview may be used
freely in this thesis. The questions that were formulated in advance of the
interview were designed with inspiration from the book "Att fråga" (asking)
by Langlet and Wärnerud (1983). The book discusses topics such as question neutrality, the language used, and the order of the questions asked. The
questionnaire was not given to the interviewee during the interview. The
reason for this was to not reveal the order of the questions, something that
may aect the answers. The interview was not conducted entirely according to these preformulated questions. As the discussion proceeded answers
were given to some of the questions which had not yet been asked. These
questions were not later explicitly asked. After the interview the answers
were formatted and added to the appropriate question, which in some cases
were slightly reformulated in order to give a more correct picture of what
topics were actually discussed during the interview. Questions that came up
during the interview were also added to the questionnaire afterwards. The
questions were asked in Swedish. The questions and their answers were then
translated to English before they were sent to the interviewee for an approval
review. The interviewee did some minor modications to the answers before
returning them.
Even though the interview was not conducted strictly according to the
original questionnaire, the original questions served as the agenda for the
conversation, and their original formulations have therefore likely inuenced
the answers. The original questions were design according to the following
principles.
An interview question shall not contain valuations since these may aect
the answer [23]. A question containing a negative valuation could be
How do you consider the fact that the new SDK will be based on
C#, something that requires that .Net Framework is installed?"
A similar question with a positive valuation could be
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How do you consider the fact that the new SDK will be based on
C#, something that enables access to functionality provided by
the .Net Framework?
The length of a question can be of importance. A longer question tends
to lead to an answer containing more information, and the information is
also more valid. A question can be prolonged with this purpose by adding an
introduction to the question, followed by an establishment of the interviewer's
interest in the answer to the question. However care must be taken in order
to not weary the interviewee [23]. An example of a short question could be
How do you use the current SDK?
A longer version of the same question, extended according to the above formula, could be
The next question concerns the usage of the current SDK. I'm
interested in knowledge about this. How do you use the current
SDK?
The most signicant questions were therefore prolonged in this sense.
Interview questions that are asked in written language can make the interviewee uncertain about the form of communication, and uncertain about
what is expected of him or her [23]. The questions were therefore designed
with the ambition of using spoken language.
In order to estimate the reliability of the answers it is important to estimate whether the interviewee has sucient knowledge about the interview
topic [23]. This estimation can be based on background information presented by the interviewee. A question about the interviewee's background
we therefore formulated.
The order of the questions can be of importance since the answer to a
question can be aected by previous questions [23]. It can be interesting
to get a user perspective on how a good SDK would work generally, but
also how it can be improved by removing the current drawbacks in dierent
areas. In order for the interviewee not to focus on the current drawbacks
while suggesting general improvements the questions about the drawbacks
were placed after the questions on general improvement in the questionnaire.
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10.2 Questions and answers
What is your background, Henrik Dahlberg?

After a project employment for about a year at SSAB, which was
a result of my thesis work, I worked as a consultant for eight years
with three dierent rms. First I was at Mandator AB, later Cell
Network AB, for four years, where my I mainly worked with GPStechnology and positioning for the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration. After that I was employed by Ångpanneföreningen
AB, where I also worked with defence related assignments concerning positioning. Among these was the Marcus project, where
soldiers wearing computer equipment were able to see each others'
position using a wireless screen. My nal period as a consultant I
worked for Guide Konsult AB. During my years as a consultant I
also had dierent assignments at Scania Fleet Management Services. I was at REIV [On-board computers] for about a year in
2001 and at several occasions in 2003 for minor assignments, and
at REII [Internet portal] in 2005 and 2006 for about a year. Since
2006 I am employed by Fleetech AB.
Who is the typical customer for whom Fleetech writes software using the
current SDK?

The typical customer is a large vehicle operator with a eet consisting of at least 50 vehicles.
How is the current SDK used in Fleetechs applications?

We have used the current SDK for developing three dierent applications. The rst application was developed for a company called
Arriva, which is a provider of public transportation, in cooperation with Scania. The application used the current SDK to access two CAN data parameters, odometer reading and total fuel
used. The second application is called Scania Presstest and was
developed for Scania. Scania Presstest is used when newspaper
representatives test drive Scania vehicles. The application logs
ve dierent CAN parameters: Revolutions per minute, speed,
odometer reading, total fuel used, and fuel consumption. The log
les can then be given to the newspaper representatives to be used
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as a basis for vehicle reviews. The third application was developed for T-Nord, an operator running DHL trailers. Similarly to
the rst application it used the current SDK to access odometer
reading and total fuel used.
What are the reasons for Fleetech to use the current SDK?

It is the only way to access the data we need on a Scania Interactor.
What software development environments and what software programming
languages are used by Fleetech to develop software that uses the current
SDK?

We use Visual Studio 2005 and C#.
How many people at Fleetech are using the current SDK?

Two people who have now quit used the current SDK. There are
also two people who are now working here who have previously
used the current SDK. No one is using the current SDK in developing applications on a day to day basis.
What other, similar SDKs are used at Fleetech and by how many people?

No similar SDKs are used by Fleetech AB.
Are you aware of any similar SDKs for products similar to the Interactor?

As far as I know there are no similar SDKs.
What Interactor functionality would you like a new SDK to support access
to?

CAN data is the most important part of the SDK. In the current SDK, CAN data is provided in a formatted way. Speed for
example is returned as a 'double' data type. It could be useful
if the SDK would provide CAN messages in their original J1939
Fleet Management Services CAN format as a string. J1939 is
a standard for Fleet Management Services CAN messages which
has been adopted by all major truck providers. Such access could
make it easier for a third party developer such as Fleetech AB
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to integrate dierent pieces of software with the Interactor. Also
by knowing that the SDK provides unformatted CAN data a third
party developer will not have to review the formatting of the CAN
messages in order to decide whether an application can be developed or not. The unformatted CAN data can coexist with the
formatted CAN data in order to provide convenient access where
applicable.
How do you want the access to be provided?
Access to the digital ports for reading and writing values is useful,
but it would be useful if I could subscribe to an event handler which
sends an event when the input to a digital port changes.
Could an over speed event, triggered by comparisons of values in the SDK,
be useful?
Yes it could. If an operator for example has decided that everything above 80 km/h is considered over speeding it would be useful
to invoke a method in the SDK and send the value 80 as an argument. An event could then be triggered when the speed exceeds
this limit.
Is it sucient with methods and events for accessing these supported functionalities, or can a more object-oriented approach be useful where the API
returns objects of some kind?
I think it can be a good thing to consider returning objects of some
sort, for example by grouping certain functionality. I cannot give
you a concrete proposal on how to do it though.
Is there any Interactor functionality which is not necessary to be accessed
through an SDK?
GPS data is accessed by connecting to a virtual COM port in the
Interactor and is formatted according to a GPS serial communication standard called NMEA, which is a rich format that provides
all the necessary GPS data. I see no need why this data should be
routed through, nor need any assist by, an SDK. My advice is to
not put any eort into creating methods for acquiring GPS data.
Similarly the GPRS connection can be made using a virtual COM
port, and I don't see any need for GPRS to be managed by the
SDK either.
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What do you think about the current methods for interacting with the navigation software?

I have never used them. They may be useful for a scenario where
you want to interact with the navigation software. I just don't see
any case where Fleetech would want to do that.
Do you wish to use graphical components in the Interactor?

When we develop a Graphical User Interface [GUI] to a component we can place it on top of the Interactor graphical user
interface shell. If we position our GUI in a precise manner, the
user will not notice that there are two dierent GUIs running on
top of each other. However all our applications occupy the entire
screen of the Interactor, so this situation has not yet occurred.
What are the drawbacks of the current SDK?

The main drawback of the current SDK is that it uses ActiveXtechnology and is based on unmanaged code. ActiveX-technology
means that your application needs a window to create a reference
to the current SDK. Practically you do this in Visual Studio 2005
by dragging a component onto a Windows form. The need for a
window means that your application can only execute once the
truck driver has logged on to the Interactor since only a service,
which is windowless, can execute in advance of a logon. One
scenario for an application using the SDK could be where you
want an application that, say once every third minute, sends data
about the fuel consumption to the vehicle eet operator. Preferably
this application should send data also when the operator has not
logged on to the Interactor. Also, since the current SDK is based
on unmanaged code, a .Net based application using the current
SDK needs to translate the values that the current SDK returns.
This is done automatically, but it consumes processing power. An
SDK based on .Net would mean a more convenient communication
between the SDK and the application.
Would you benet if the new SDK has support for .Net Framework 3.0? If
so, how?
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Implementing new technology is generally good, considering the
fast pace of technology development. Windows Communication
Foundation is relevant. In a couple of years it will probably be
standard.
How often do you use the simulator?

Is there a simulator? I have never used it.
Do you think a simulator can be useful?

Yes I think it could be useful during application development.
Do you think a simulator could be useful also in a truck mounted Interactor
for replacing certain signals with simulated ones, for example in order to
generate signal combinations that can be dicult or expensive to generate
by using the system in a certain way?

Yes I think it can be useful for developers at Scania. We don't
have the possibility to test applications in trucks in the same way.
What forms of support are currently available to you?

We have the manual for the SDK provided by Scania. If there is
something we don't understand we call or mail people we know at
Scania.
Would you be helped by having access to other forms of support?

Proper documentation and bug free code is sucient.
How do you license the current SDK?

The current SDK is included with the Interactor when we purchase it.
How would you react if Scania would charge a fee for the new SDK?

The customers of our software would be charged the fee.
Thank you Henrik!

You are welcome! To conclude, I think the most important thing
with a new SDK is that it can be used by windowless applications
and that it is created using .Net.
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Appendix 2: NetDataContractSerializer

A serializer for keeping .Net type information upon serialization [35].
public class NetDataContractFormat : Attribute, IOperationBehavior
{
public void AddBindingParameters(OperationDescription description,
BindingParameterCollection parameters) { }
public void ApplyClientBehavior(OperationDescription description,
ClientOperation proxy)
{
ReplaceDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior(description);
}
public void ApplyDispatchBehavior(OperationDescription description,
DispatchOperation dispatch)
{
ReplaceDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior(description);
}
public void Validate(OperationDescription description) { }
private static void ReplaceDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior(
OperationDescription description)
{
DataContractSerializerOperationBehavior dcsOperationBehavior =
description.Behaviors.Find<
DataContractSerializerOperationBehavior>();

}

if (dcsOperationBehavior != null)
{
description.Behaviors.Remove(dcsOperationBehavior);
description.Behaviors.Add(new
NetDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior(description));
}

public class NetDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior :
DataContractSerializerOperationBehavior
{
public NetDataContractSerializerOperationBehavior(
OperationDescription operationDescription) :
base(operationDescription) { }
public override XmlObjectSerializer CreateSerializer(
Type type, string name, string ns, IList<Type> knownTypes)
{
return new NetDataContractSerializer();
}
public override XmlObjectSerializer CreateSerializer(Type type,
XmlDictionaryString name, XmlDictionaryString ns,
IList<Type> knownTypes)
{
return new NetDataContractSerializer();
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}

}

}
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Appendix 3: SDK Visual Studio Solution

12.1 C# Project DataHandlerClient
Contents:

Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

IDataHandlerClient.cs,
IDataHandlerClientExtended.cs, DataHandlerClient.cs, DataHandlerClientExtended.cs, PasswordClientSink.cs (not used in
demo), PasswordClientSinkProvider.cs (not used in
demo), Scania.snk.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.DataHandlerClient.dll
This assembly, together with the IdkTypes assembly,
must be referenced by Interactor applications. It contains two DataHandlerClient classes, one providing restricted data and one providing full data. It also contains sink classes that can be plugged in into the DataHandlerClient class library to DataHandlerServer service Remoting connection (not used in demo, the password credentials are instead loaded onto the CallContext
directly in the client).
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12.2 C# Project ConsoleDataHandlerServer
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

PasswordServerSink.cs, PasswordServerSinkProvider.cs,
Scania.snk, DataHandlerServer.cs, DataHandlerServerConsoleHost.cs.
Console Application
ConsoleDataHandlerServer.exe
This console application is used while developing DataHandlerServer. Windows Service applications are difcult to debug. They cannot be debugged in Visual
Studio like an ordinary application. Instead a debugger has to be attached in a somewhat complicated manner. ConsoleDataHandlerServer publishes the same remotable object as DataHandlerServer.
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12.3 C# Project IdkTypes
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

Enums.cs, GeographicCoordinate.cs, Latitude.cs, Longitude.cs, OverspeedEventArgs.cs, Scania.snk, SpeedChangeEventArgs.cs, VideoModeChangeEventArgs.cs.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.IdkTypes.dll
This assembly, together with the DataHandlerClient assembly, must be referenced by Interactor applications. It
containes the types that are used throughout the IDK
and up to the Interactor application.
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12.4 C# Project RemotingSharedAssembly
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:
Class diagram:

EventShim.cs, IDataHandlerServer.cs, OverSpeedEventGenerator.cs,
ParameterizedEventManager.cs,
Password.cs, SpeedChangeEventGenerator.cs.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.RemotingSharedAssembly.dll
Contains types that are shared between the DataHandlerClient and the DataHandlerServer.
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12.5 C# Project SampleApplication
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:
Class diagram:

FullAccess.snk, Program.cs, SampleApplication.cs, Scania.ico.
Windows Application
SampleApplication.exe
The sample application is used to demonstrate the new
SDK and to illustrate how some of its features can be
used.
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12.6 C# Project ScaniaStrongNameVerier
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:
Class diagram:

Scania.snk, ScaniaStrongNameVerier.cs.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.ScaniaStrongNameVerier.dll
Veries whether an assembly has a valid strong name signature and has been signed with the Scania.snk strong
name key.
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12.7 C# Project DataHandlerServer
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

PasswordServerSink.cs, PasswordServerSinkProvider.cs,
Program.cs, ProjectInstaller.cs, Scania.snk, DataHandlerServer.cs.
Windows Application (Windows Service)
DataHandlerServer.exe
The DataHandlerServer service feeds data to the DataHandlerClient class library via Remoting. It has an extra sink that veries objects in the CallContext of the
remote call.
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12.8 C# Project DataHandlerServerSimulator
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

PasswordServerSink.cs, PasswordServerSinkProvider.cs,
Program.cs, Scania.ico, ServiceSimulator.cs.
Windows Application
DataHandlerServerSimulator.exe
The DataHandlerServerSimulator implements the
IDataHandlerServer interface and can be used to
substitute the real DataHandlerServer service on a
development desktop computer.
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12.9 C# Project SvipSdkHost
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:
Class diagram:

Program.cs, Scania.snk, SvipSdkHost.cs.
Windows Application
SvipSdkHost.exe
Holds a reference to the old ActiveX Svip SDK for fetching data for use in the demonstrator. Is referenced via
remoting from SvipSdkWrapper.
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12.10 C# Project SvipSdkRemotingSharedAssembly
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:
Class diagram:

ISvipSdkHost.cs, Scania.snk, SvipEventShim.cs.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.SvipSdkRemotingSharedAssembly.dll
Shared assembly between SvipSdkWrapper and SvipSdkHost.
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12.11 C# Project SvipSdkWrapper
Contents:
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Class diagram:

Scania.snk, SvipSdkWrapper.cs.
Class Library
Scania.FleetManagement.Sdk.SvipSdkWrapper.dll
In the demonstrator, the SvipSdkWrapper is referenced
by the DataHandlerServer to aquire data from the old
Svip SDK. In the future, data shall be acquired from the
Scania Communicator.

12.12 C# Project InteractorSdkDemonstrator
Output type:
Output:
Description:

Setup Project
InteractorSdkDemo.msi, Setup.exe
Is used for installing the demonstrator on an Interactor.
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